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About This Game

Strap into the cockpit of your Arduxim fighter and take on enemy starships in this first-person tactical space shooter. Navigate
through dangerous ice crystal fields, take hyper gates to other systems, take on enormous capital ships and more.

Includes:

A twelve mission story based campaign covering your first tour of duty on the front lines

Multiplayer to test your skills against other pilots and AI bots

Survival/horde challenge mode with online leaderboard

Tutorial

Practice mode

Starfighter Arduxim requires a gamepad, joystick or HOTAS. Controls are fully customisable.
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Title: Starfighter Arduxim
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Fulby Technologies
Publisher:
Fulby Technologies
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 900 MB available space

English
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waste of time & money. Joke review: Better than Street Fighter IV & V\/10

Real review: This is a very "inspired" game. Sure, there are tons of moves and mechanics straight copied from various 2D
fighters (Street Fighter IV and King of Fighters mostly). Certainly not the prettiest game in the world. Yes, the loading on start
up takes 4-5 min. and the game is not the best optimized. Yes, 2 Player Vs. mode & training mode was not available at launch
(Still had 2 player jump in during 1P mode and Vs. has been added as of this writing), but the developers have been responding
to the discussion threads and doing their best to update at least (You can skip the intro movie. Press T on default keyboard
settings). Honestly, it could be far worse and there has been way worse than this.

Now as for the game itself, it actually plays well given that it's a hodgepodge of "throw things to a wall and see what sticks" and
is a fun game to play. Overall very easy to pickup and play if you already have experience with SF, KoF or FGs in general. And
even then, only $7.99 so you're really not losing much. Hopefully the game can be ironed out some in the future. Give it a try
and you may be surprised if you're willing to look past the issues and have some silly good fun.. Played for about an hour and
the battle system is a pretty poor, doesn't show all the enemies in the battle. They appear as you defeat what's on screen. Some
enemy sprites are so small I didn't even notice them. No place to heal in the beginning of the game, so hope you get healing
items from battles you survive. Since the beginning is so frustrating, I can't recommend the game.. Zuma is an all time favorite
game. The challenge of clearing out all the marbles before they disappear is intriguing as well as addictive.. Probably the
shortest LEGO game out there, yet the most nostalgic one for me. 6/5. gameplay is really bad. Only buy it on sale if you want
the achievements.. Great music and visuals.. It's pretty good and quite fun. It's still Early Access, but it'd be nice to see some
more future features.. If you played PlayStation in the 90's, the tanky controls and slightly unresponsive input will almost
compliment the
nostalgic, yet muddy visuals (reminiscent of Resident Evil, Metal Gear Solid, Silent Hill, etc.).

'Vaccine' wraps an interesting puzzle mystery inside a rouge-like survival horror experience that encourages tight resource
management and exploration. The mystery of the game's story reveals itself through documents scattered around the house;
some containing useful information, others providing background on what's going on. The leveling system doesn't carry from
game to game, but will allow you to have more of a fighting chance the longer you survive in a single game.

The procedurally generated "quantum" nature of the house can cause it to skew a little on the unfair side sometimes, with some
games ending way too quickly due to a hard enemy spawning early when the player hasn't had a chance to level or find
weapons\/items (ammo's pretty scarce, too, by the way). However, when it works it serves well to keep the game fresh with each
playthrough being tense, thanks in part to the tension building music, cinematic (yet occasionally obscuring) fixed camera
angles, and inability to predict what will be behind the next door, all while a thirty-minute timer counts down above you.

I'd recommend 'Vaccine' to fans of classic survival horror games, especially at a sale price. A great game to kill half an hour
with.
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Brick Breaker with items, enemies, and bosses. Like their other games this game takes some skill to complete but it is extremely
fun.. 8/10
Pros :
1. Good 3D animation and graphic
2. Require Skill , Challenging , but easy to learn.
3. Random Generated Maps
4. Different skills , items , abilities.

Cons :
1. Limited Enemies Types, always repeat the same enemies at the same level . Hope there'd be more enemies in the future ,
even more various type of low level enemies.
2. Very predictable enemies movements , attack patterns . As a melee combat game , not a shooter game , it is too obvious that
the enemy keep repeating the same actions again and again. I know it takes lots of resources for 3D animation development , but
it is essential for a combat game.. Hate it. Having to deal with the floating pieces where it is next to impossible to get the one
you want is frustrating enough, but with Pixel Japan you could drag them into piles sorted by texture to not have to deal with it.
Here you have to place pieces in right place right off as you don't have enough time to sort them all. The continual diversion of
attention to fend off zombies is ludricrous.

Put a ******* timer and award gold/silver/bronze. Don't make me redo the puzzle from scratch. Stupid beyond belief..
Surprisingly, it's quite a good game for the price, kudos to the developer for mixing in the mathematics solving into the game.
Adds a layer of difficultly to the game.. I love this game but was disappointed when playing it. I don't think it was worth $10.
The game itself is a little glitchy and is constantly quitting unexpectedly on me.
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